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Plain Letter Plate 257mm x 80mm (10" x 3") - PVD Non Tarnish Stainless Brass

Product Images

Description

10 inch x 3 inch - (257mm x 80mm) Plain style letter plate.

This letter plate has a PVD Brass finish which comes with a 25 year non tarnish guarantee making it ideal for outside external use.

PVD is a process where a metal item is placed inside a vacuum chamber and coated in a thin layer of molecules of hard-wearing metals such as
Zirconium. This layer of hard-wearing molecules is so strong it stops the brass from tarnishing. (Turning brown.)
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Finish Details
PVD - Non tarnish brass

25 year guarantee that the brass will not tarnish (turn brown.)

PVD brass is a gold colour with a high mirror like shine. PVD Brass is very similar to polished brass but the PVD is slightly richer in colour.

The PVD finish is ideal for external use and exposed locations such as coastal areas where the salty sea air would cause regular polished brass
items to tarnish very quickly.

Dimensions

Overall Length (A) - 257mm
Overall Height (B) - 80mm
Bolt centers (C) - 220mm
Internal Hole Width Required (D) - 195mm
Internal Hole Height Required (Including Spring) (E) - 60mm
Aperture Width Externally (F) - 185mm
Aperture Height Externally (G) - 40mm

Important Info Before You Buy

Suitable for wooden doors.

Spring loaded to keep the flap closed.

Comes with fixing bolts and domed cover caps.

Matching inner flap letter tidy for the inside of the door also available.

Products in this set

15300.1 - Plain Victorian Letter Plate - (10" x 3") - Polished Brass PVD Plated - 254mm x 76mm - Each


